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Business Focus: Marketing Strategies
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Responding to evolving changes with dynamic

initiatives of mutual benefit

Marketing solutions—Sales promotion at a sake factory, Osaka Dome and Kansai International Airport. (from left to right)

New Pricing Strategy
To secure a powerful competitive position within the liberalizing power industry, we are taking
an aggressive new stance on pricing. At the core
is a shifting orientation toward rate schedule
options enabling discretionary selection by the
customer—a strategy unprecedented in the
Japanese power industry. We now offer a menu
of options to users in all segments.
For customers in the newly deregulated highdemand segments, we provide a selection of rate
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Company meeting on sales expansion.

Kansai EP is taking up
the challenges of deregulation
with aggressive marketing strategies
that serve the interests of both
the customer and the company.

Kobe Office—Regional sales base.

conditioning, kitchen systems and other areas
which stand to benefit handsomely from
Kansai EP’s competitive pricing and high-quality
services.
From Utility Company to Energy Solutions Provider
In addition to introducing highly competitive
new pricing options, Kansai EP is responding to
industry deregulation with a decisive transformation of its basic corporate role. Until now we
have defined our social role primarily as a utility

Customer services—“One stop” customer services.
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